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PREFAqE.: 
The \mlt8 employed In this work are rationalised M.K.S. Howeveri 
for convenience practical units have 'been quoted In some diagrams. 
Extensive use has Ijeen made of diagrams to lielp i n the desoriptioi] 
of apparatus and expression of results. 
The following atbrevlations and eymhols have "been used: 
C - curie 
6 - perraittlvlty of a i r , taken as 8.85 x 10*^^ P/m 
and the following prefixes: 
M a 10^ - as in idegohm 
E a 10^ » as in kilo-ohm 
m a 1 0 - 3 . as in mllllamp 
s= as in mioroamp 
n 10-9 . as in nanoamp 
P sa 10-^2. as in plcocoulorah 
The less conventional n Is especially useful in the expression of 
i values of collector current. 
ABSTRACT 
Several workers have suggested that the current flowing to 
earth through an earthed radio-active collector could. I f wind 
speed was consideredr "be used to measure the earth's vertical 
potential gradient* Without measurement of wind speed such a 
collector has "been used to give an approximate estimate of the 
potential gradient. 
The present work sets out to show whether, i n fact, an 
accurate estimate of potential gradient can he got from the 
simultaneous recording of the current flowing to earth from an 
earthed radio-active collector and the wind speed. Records were 
taken at the Durham University Ohservatory of the two variables 
mentioned and were compared with records of potential gradient a i 
measured with a f i e l d m i l l . 
e 
The records ahoi^ agreement with the results ot other workers 
i n that there was: a h l ^ l y significant correlation between the 
collector cxirrent and the potential gradient; and i n almost a l l 
cases a significant correlation between collector current and windl 
speed. However, the results showed that no reliable estimate 
could be got of potential gradient from the other two records. 
I t was found that the errors i n such an estimate were about Q% 
over short periods (up to three hours) and appreciably greater 
over longer periods« 
I t i s suggested that the apparently random short term errors 
are due to rapid fluctuations i n wind speed which are not 
accurately recorded on the anemometer because of the smoothing 
•Brtiich was necessary. The long terra errors are thoug^it to be due 
to variations i n the effective activity of the collector 
Taecause of contamination on the surface of the radio-active 
laminae restricting the emission of radiation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Measurement of the earth's vertical potential gradient 
The vertical potential gradient in the space between the earth 
and the ionosphere can be measured by two methods* 
The f i r s t to be used was that of measuring the potential, V, 
at two heights, a A b, ver t i c a l l y above one another and computing 
the potential gradient, P, from 
F « ^"b - ^ a (1.1) 
b - a 
I t i s now conventional to take b as the higher of the two points 
of measurement thus giving the potential gradient a positive value 
i n fine weather^ I t i s often convenient, for measurements close to 
the earth, to take a » 0 i^ere, by defini t i o n , V a 0. Thus 
equation i .1 i s reduced to 
P B (1.2) 
The second method of measurement makes use of the charge bound 
onto the earth's surface by the lines of force ending thereon* The 
surface charge density,<r> of this bound charge is given by 
f-^U ........... (1.3) 
I t can be seen from equation 1 .3 that the charge on any area exposed 
to potential gradient Is directly proportional to that potential 
gradient. \ ^^ ^^ uaair , 
Simple bound charge method 
A simple method of measuring the bound charge has been 
described by CHALMERS (1955). 
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A plate is exposed to the potential gradient and i s electrically 
connected to the grid of an amplifying triodCo ?\fhen the plate is 
removed from the potential gradient the bound charge w i l l leak away 
through the grid resistor of the Valve giving an amplified Impulse 
in the output c i r c u i t . On re-exi)osing the plate charge w i l l flow 
back to the plate. The amplitude of the pulses in the anode ci r c u i t 
gives a measure of the potential gradient. 
The f i e l d m i l l and agrlmeter are two f i e l d machines which 
employ the above principles to give a continuous measurement of 
potential gradient. Both these machines have been amply described 
elsewhere but since a f i e l d m i l l has been used i n this work i t has 
been thought worth while to describe I t again here. A description 
of the agrlmeter can be found i n CHALMERS ( l 95f) • 
The Field M i l l 
I n ttie m i l l two identical vanes are set coaxlally such that when 
the upper earthed vane i s rotated I t alternately covers and exposes 
the lower vane. Hence the flowing of the bound charge through the 
resistance to earth produces an alternating voltage which can be 
amplified and measured. The amplitude of the voltage is directly 
proportional to the potential gradient. A more detailed descrlptltm 
of the m i l l w i l l be given In aeaAteap^MF^CItAphK/r Z. 
Sign discrimination 
Because the m i l l gives an alternating output i t Is not possible 
from the output to determine the sign of the potential gradient. 
Several methods of sign dlscriraination have been employed by 
several workers; a l l involve further complicating the apparatus. 
- - 3 * 
A me thod used - by MAPLESON & WHITLOCK (1955) r among others, 
involves a secondary pair of smaller vanes driven on the same axle 
. and a phase seneltive amplifier* 
COLLIN (1962) has described how the sign of the potential 
gradient may be determined by applying pulses to the rotating vanes 
at inteiMrals* 
A similar method, is to apply an additional f i e l d large enoughl 
to render the sum of the applied and natural potential gradients 
positive f or a l l natural negative potential gradients to be 
encountered* 
Problems i n the use of the K(ill 
I f there is any contact potential between the two vanes a high 
zero output w i l l be encoantered. Contact potentials are of the 
ozKler of a few volts but the sepafatlon of the vanes i s small, about 
5iniii* Thus for a contact potential of 1 v o l t there w i l l be a 
spurious f i e l d of 200 volts/metre*; 
The usual way of overcoming this problem is to use highly 
polished chromium plated vanes which are unlikely to tarnish* 
However, i t would seem that i n an industrial area certainly, the 
vanes w i l l become coated with foreign matter* 
Regular cleaning may appear to be the solution to the problem. 
This would remove the foreign matter and therefore the contact 
potential, but one could not be certain that the vanes would be 
restored to their former state. I t would seem then that regular 
cleaning would cause the contact potential to vary in an erratic 
manner. 
The alternative Is to allow foreign matter to be deposited on 
the vanes and measure the zero output regularly; using an 
extrapolation of these results to obtain a correction. 
A second problem is that of exposxire. I f a m i l l is to be used 
at any position^ other than that of having the vanea at ground level, 
afii exposure factor has to be found. I f there Is any space charge 
between the levels of the mills used In determining the eacposure 
factor i t w i l l be subject to error. (COLLIN 1963). 
ISRAEL (1963) has proposed that a l l measurements be stand-
ardised to height other than gro\ind level, say 2m., and that a l l 
apparatus should be Installed at this height. I f this were done 
the m i l l would have to be kept at the potential of the surroundings 
which would involve more electronics. 
Other bound charge methods have been described by CHALMERS tl951] 
and IMANIATOV (l962). 
Collectors 
The potential gradient i s measured with collectors by measuring 
the potential at two heights as described previously. The potential) 
i s measured by allowing ttie always highly insulated collector to 
reach the potential of i t s surroundings after which this potential 
Is measured with an electrometer* 
Some of tiie earliest measurements In Alanospheric Electricity 
were made by Lomonosov and Rikhman vith an "electric gnomon" or 
point. I n su f f i c i e n t l y high fields a highly insulated point w i l l 
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discharge u n t i l i t s potential* Is equal to that of i t s surroundings. 
I t wo.ild reach the potential of i t s surroundings even In low fields 
i f i t was allowed sufficient time to collect (or give off) the 
necessary charge by conduction current* For a reasonably rapid 
response the point collector is only suitable f o r h i ^ fie l d s * 
Mor0 recently Crozier has used a method employing an extremely 
highly insulated point with a high degree of electronic feed-back. 
He refers to his arrangement as a "passive antenna*** The details 
of the set up are awaiting publication, but i t i s clear that i t w i l l 
need a good deal of electronic amplification* 
^ater DiHjppers and Atomisers 
The water dropper devised by KELVIN (l859) attains the potential 
of i t s surroundings by having the excess charge carried away by the 
water drops. When there is a potential difference there w i l l also 
be a potential gradient ( i n addition to the earth's) so lines of 
force w i l l end on the dropper aiid a drop about to leave* I f the 
dropper is negative, with respect to the surroundings the lines of 
force w i l l end on negative charges on the dropper and drop and vice 
versa* Hence when a drop leaves i t w i l l carry away an amount of 
charge depending upon the potential difference and the capacity of 
the dropper* As the drops leave the droppe? the charge l e f t and 
potential difference w i l l become smaller and smaller u n t i l drops 
eventually cease to carry any net charge* When this state has been 
reached the dropper must be at the potential of the surroundings* 
For any given collector land potential difference the rate at 
which the potential is equalised depends upon the rate at which 
drops are expelled. I n order to gain a fast response SMIRNOV ( l 901+) 
used a water collector i n which the water was forced out and 
atomiaed under pressure. I t i s possible, with sufficlent water, to 
use water collectors for continuous\ recording. 
Cbliectors which Increase ionisation 
The instantaneous current, 1, flowing to a collector is given by 
( V - V c ) / f t ...........(1.4) 
where V is 
the potential of the surroundings; is that of the collector and 
H i s the resistance between the a i r layer of potential V and the 
collector usually called the "effective resistance". The change of 
charge o f the collector i s dQ « i d t . I f the capacity of the 
collector and i t s measuring device is C the relative change i n 
potential of the collector i n time dt I s j 
integrating equation 1.5 
gives 
( f o r V,R A e constant) 
-Ve. Vc(t)-v = (vcW-v) e .(1.6) 
Where Vc ( t ) is the potential of the collectorl 
at time t . 
I t can be seen from eguatioh 1 .6 that VQ(t) w i l l approach V 
eacponiientlally with time. A measure of the effectiveness of a 
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collector i s obtained from the relaxation timets: RC* T is 
Idle time i n which the fraction (V© - V) / (Vo(t) - V) becomes equal 
to e, the base of natural logarithms* Clearly to decrease f one 
can decrease R. Now R depends upon the ionlsatlon of the air; so 
to decrease the relaxation time of a collector one must Increase the 
ionlsation i n the a i r close to the collector* The earliest way of 
increasing lonlsation was to use burning or smouldering wicks, 
dandles and fuses* 
The Radio-aptlve collector as an equaliser 
More recently radio-active substances have been used to enhance 
the natiiral ionisatlon close to the collector* Many workers both 
experimental WICHMAN (l953)> HANNPBLD ( l932), ISRAEL ( l939), 
MUHLEISEN (l9-5l)» and theoretical WNER (l955) have investigated 
the operation of the radio-active collector* They have found that 
the magnitude of the effectiv!| resistance depends upon the radio-
active substance used^ the current flowing to the collector and 
upon the ventilation of the collector. T^he nature of the inter-
relation has only been given i n a very much simplified case. From 
a consideration of the ionic currents i n the electric f i e l d roimd 
a spherical collector located i n the centre of a spherical conductlngi 
shell WAGNER (1955) concluded that the effective resjbance depends 
upon both the potential applied to i t and on the wind speedo 
DOLEZALEE ( l 960) i n a continuation of Wagner's work has given 
the equivalent c i r c u i t of a radio-active collector. He considers 
the collector as behaving as an "active, non-linear and asymmetrical 
four-'pole"* In his paj^r he gives characteristics for different 
loads, (the load being the resistance of the recording apparatus) 
Q " 
and Inaicates how the values of the components of the equivalent 
c i r c u i t may be determined, 
A danger with ionising c o l l e c t o r s i s that the iohisation may 
d i s t o r t the conditions they are attempting to measure. I f tixey are 
used i n conduction with other apparatus, to measure conductivity for 
instance, great care must he taken to r e j e c t readings taken when wind 
was "blowing from the ionising c o l l e c t o r to the other apparatus, 
. t t should he noticed tliat a wind which blows away ion$ w i l l 
cause the effective resistance to i n c ^ a s e and so w i l l increase the 
relaxation time, 
KOMASHI & KyoZUKA ( l 96g) found that radio-active collectors 
were not suitable for the measurement of potential gradient during 
balloon ascents because of the variable influence of wind speed. 
The earthed radio-active c o l l e c t o r 
Another way of using the radio-active c o l l e c t o r i s to earth i t 
through a galvanometer. I f the a i r close to the collector i s at a 
positive potential, then negative charge w i l l flow up from earth i n an 
attempt to neutralise t ^ i s potential i . e . i n a positive potential 
gradient a positive current flows from the c o l l e c t o r to earth. 
S i m i l a r l y a negative potential gradient produces a negative,current. 
Pz*evious work done with earthed radlo-actlye collectors 
york 
I n an investigation on the Atmospheric E l e c t r i c a l effects of Jet 
steams SCHAEPER (1955) used a brass needle wrapped with a small s t r i p 
of gold f o i l impregnated with a Radium s a l t , the a c t i v i t y of which 
was 250 (miorocuries). This he motuited on a 36 f t . mast taking 
the current to earth as an indication of potential gradient. 
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Sohaefer reportB that on days with wind speed l e s s than 3 V s e o 
the e f f e c t of even small gusts of wind i s conslderahle. Schaefer 
suggests that during po s i t i v e , say, potential gradient the negative 
space charge l e f t by the positive current forms a sheath masking the 
potential gradient. On removal of the space charge sheath by a gust 
of wind there i s an increase i n current due to the increased potential 
gradient. Presumably on days with wind speed greater than 3n/sec 
the wind e f f e c t i v e l y removes the space charge so that the effect of 
gusts I s not appreciable. 
Sehaefer regards the earthed r0adio<*>aotive co l l e c t o r as a cheap 
and eff«Bcient instrument with which to measure potential gradient. 
I n h i s paper Schaefer does not mention any attempt to calibrate the 
c o l l e c t o r but refers throughout to the values of the collector 
current. 
;^ei>V^ wpyk 
At Mount Washington Observ^atory BENT (l955) has used a collectoH 
of 250yuO mounted on a M f t . tower. Simultaneous records were 
taken by Bent of the collector-earth current and the meteorological 
parameters: temperature, wind-speed and dew-point. From h i s 
records he computed mean hourly values and so produced a single 2h 
hour o s c i l l a t i o n which indicated the diurnal variations noted by other 
workers. Bent found also that the current was high on days of high 
wind-speed and suggests that i n h i s case this may be due to the high 
winds bringing in atmospheric pollution from downwind. 
I n summing up he siiggests that the earthed radio-active 
oolleotor I s "a simple tool with which to study l o c a l pollution and 
convection". 
• - 10.-- • • " 
Bent, l i k e Schaefer, did not make any attempt to get absolute 
values of potential gradient but merely used the collector current 
to give an indication of potential gradient. 
Chapman* a Work 
OHAPKIM (1956) has made wind t\uinel and free atmosphere 
measurements with earthed radio-active c o l l e c t o r s . His collector 
was a point round which was wrapped a f o i l containing 320^0 of 
radium. 
The c o l l e c t o r was placed i n a wind tunnel between two plates 
separated by one metre. His measurements showed that there were 
three regimes of currentf - the f i r s t a t low plate voltages was one 
of ion c o l l e c t i o n , described above; the second was that of 
saturation when the current increased very l i t t l e or not at a l l with 
increasing f i e l d ; the third regime occurred at very high f i e l d s and 
was that of simple corona or point discharge. 
From h i s data Chapman has shown that i n the ion collection 
regime a small increase In wind speed can Increase the magnitude of 
the current by a factor of almost ten. He explains that this l a due] 
to the space charge which on i t s removal causes the f i e l d at the 
co l l e c t o r to be restored to the prevailing value of ttie surroundings. 
For very high wind speeds (above 20 n / s e c ) i n the f i r s t two 
regimes there i s a decrease i n current instead of the normal incfeasel 
Thia i s due to the wind removing ions which would contribute to the 
current before they are able to reach the col l e c t o r . 
FKm h i s out of doors measurements Chapman found that sometimes 
he had steady records while at other times they fluctuated greatly. 
He found that the steady records were those taken i n the saturation 
recrime or on Derfectlv oalm nicrhta- The reeorde whlnh fluetuated 
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were those taken with the current l e s s than saturation i n periods of 
fluctuating wind speed (almost always). 
Prom h i s data, which he admits, i s "rough" he i s able to show 
that the eff e c t of wind i s considerable; for example, at 100 V/b the 
c o l l e c t o r current was found to v ary between 10 1i.amps and 70 n.amps 
with varying wind spiseds. 
Nummary of main points. 
I t can been seen from the foregoing sections that there I s a 
wide range of methods .of measuring potential gradient. I t I s 
desirable to have the simplest instrument possible. This c r i t e r i o n 
ruleg out the bound charge methods because of the r e l a t i v e l y 
complicated machines.. Of the collectors Cable 1, reproduced here 
from IMMIATOV (i962), may help the choice. 
The c o l l e c t o r s with the f a s t e s t relaxation times are the high 
speed atomising c o l l e c t o r and the radio-active c o l l e c t o r . Of these 
two the radio-active c o l l e c t o r i s certainly the most convenient as i t 
does not involve e;jectlng water at hlg^ pressures. 
HDBI£I8i:N (l95l) has studied e:iQ)erimentally the effect of wind 
on radio-active c o l l e c t o r s . Using polonium collec t o r s of sattiration 
current 20 n.amps he found that i n ll£^t winds (apparent calm) there 
were variations I n co l l e c t o r output of up to 30?K of the mean. He 
recommends that for potential measurement the co l l e c t o r should be 
ventil^ated (to blow away space charge) by a flow of a i r i n the 
dir e c t i o n of the equlpotentlal surfaces. The presence of this 
a r t i f i c i a l a i r flow w i l l obscure the natural wind thus leaving the 
c o l l e c t o r current unaffected by natural wind fluctuations. The 
supply of a i r flow to the radio-active c o l l e c t o r would make i t almost 
- 12 -
as inconvenient as a water dropper. 
The only Instrument not yet rejected as being unsuitable for 
obtaining a measure of potential gradient simply i s the earthed 
radio-active c o l l e c t o r , 
Ob.lect of research 
SCHAEPES (1955) and BENT (1955) . have used the earthed radio-
active c o l l e c t o r to give them an indication of potential gradient. 
However, without a knowledge of the wind speed i t i s certainly not 
possible to get anything better than an indication, CHAPMAN ( l 956) 
has said "one can draw any s i g n i f i c a n t conclusions about the (radio-
active) corona current record as an indication of the eal*th's 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d only i f the wind speed i s measured too'*. 
Prom t h i s report of Chapman's I t would seem that i t may be 
possible to get a measure of potential gradient from simultaneous 
measurements of radlb-active c o l l e c t o r current and wind speed. The 
object of the present work i s to determine whether or not this i s so. 
I f I t i s possible to get a r e l i a b l e measure of potential gradient 
from apparatus as simple as a radio-active collector and an 
anemometer i t would prove a most useful tool to workers in the f i e l d 
of Atmospheric E l e c t r i c i t y . 
i f i t can be done the problem of measuring potential gradient 
would be very much sim p l i f i e d . 
I t would be possible to make measurements anywhere without the 
problem of supplying power to the apparatus either by battery or 
mains supply. The recording would also be very simple for a l l that 
would be needed would be two sensitive galvanometers* 
This apparatus would be able to be l e f t f or very long periods 
-13 -
without maintenance. 
Note on the e f f e c t of wind on radio-active collectors 
Above I t was s a i d that wind would tend to increase the effective 
resistance of an equalising c o l l e c t o r by removing ionlsation and so 
reducing conductivity. Thus fo r collectors as equalisers, increase 
i n wind speed w i l l reduce the current. I n the case of the earthed 
c o l l e c t o r there w i l l always be a very large potential difference 
between the a i r close to the. c o l l e c t o r and the c o l l e c t o r I t s e l f . 
Thus the ions w i l l be i n a very high f i e l d and so v i r t u a l l y unaffected 
by the wind. (CHALMEBS (1962) has discussed this subject i n the 
s i m i l a r problem of point distdiarge). Hence the effect of wind i s 
to blow away the excess ions i n the space charge sheath which had 
reduced the f i e l d i . e . the e f f e c t of an increase in wind speed i s an 
Increase current. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DESCRIPTION OP APPARATUS 
Overall reouirements 
For the Investigation i t i s necessary to measure the v e r t i c a l 
potential gradient, the current down ^h^ earthed radio-active 
c o l l e c t o r and the wind speed. 
S i t e of investigation 
I t has been suggested that this investigation could be best 
performed i n a wind tunnel. Here steady conditions can be practically 
xrealised, and variables which cannot be controlled (e.g. temperature 
and humidity) could be kept constant, such that there would be no 
disturbing influences. The drawback to t h i s proposition i s evident 
when one considers the mechanism of the c o l l e c t o r current. Ions are 
repelled from (as well as attracted to) the collector. These ions 
a f f e c t the f i e l d close to the c o l l e c t o r . The effect on the f i e l d of 
any ion depends upon i t s distance from the collector. Even at great 
distances ( t h e o r e t i c a l l y i n f i n i t e ) i t has some effect - although smallJ 
The integrated effect of many ions may however be appreciable. I f 
the c o l l e c t o r were enclosed inja wind tunnel the ions would be 
prevented from diffusing naturally away from the c o l l e c t o r , thus 
making any f r e e atmosphere interpretation of results obtained 
v i r t u a l l y meaningless. Furthermore i f the wind tunnel walls were 
conducting there would be distortion of the equipotential surfaces 
round the c o l l e c t o r possibly giving misleading r e s u l t s . 
The investigation has been carried out at the Durham University 
Observatory. The, apparatus was mounted on a wooden telegraph pole 
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and the cables led to the Atmospheric Physics Laboratory of the 
Observatory where records were taken. 
I n t h i s work« as with any using natural a i r flow, i t was 
necessary for the fe.tch of the wind to be undisturbed. Prom the 
pole th i s i s . the case i f the wind i s blowing from anywhere between 
NW and SW, Fortunately the prevailing wind i s westerly i n Durham, 
BO there was l i t t l e inconvenience involved i n imposing t h i s 
r e s t r i c t i o n on observations. 
The measurement of radio-active collector current 
The ideal requirements for the collector i s that i t s response 
should be close to l i n e a r for f i e l d s l e s s than those giving point 
discharge., ( i . e , saturation i s not reached before the onset of 
point discharge). This w i l l depend on the height of the collector 
and i t s geometrical properties. I t was thought that a radio-active 
Lightning Preventer, which was on hand, would be suitable. The 
Preventer used was a model of the B r i t i s h Lightning Preventer Ltd. 
( P i g . 2.1) 
The radio-active Lightning Preventer, which from henceforth s h a l l 
be referred to as "Hiie c o l l e c t o r " , has radio-active material i n three 
laminae distributed symmetrically about the surface of the middle 
plate, ' The t o t a l a c t i v i t y of the laminae i s k^O^C giving an 
intensity of ionlsatlon of 1^5 x 10^2 ion pairs / sec. Now i f the 
f i e l d i s s u f f i c i e n t l y large to separate a l l the ion pairs the maximum 
or saturation current w i l l be 
2 X 1..5 X 1 0^  2x i ,6 X 10-^l 9 ss o,U8 ^amps. 
The radio-active material used i s 88 Hadlum 226 which has a h a l f - l i f e 
of 1650 years so there need be no worries about any decrease i n 
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a c t i v i t y over the time of the investigation. 
The c o l l e c t o r was mounted on the top df the polCj being 7#3 
metils^s above the ground. 
The measurement of potential gradient. 
A F i e l d M i l l was chosen to measure potential gradient; being an 
instrument with which the gz*oup has had considerable experience. I t 
was mounted i4. me tiros above the gromid on the West side of the post so 
that during observations the space charge from the collector would nol 
be blown over the M i l l where i t would af f e c t the potential gradient. 
The M i l l was operated upside down to keep out the r a i n . 
P r i n c i p l e s of operation of the F i e l d M i l l 
The M i l l consists of two exactly s i m i l a r vanes, one of which i s 
the rotor which i s made to spin above the stator by an e l e c t r i c motor J 
The stator i s highly Insulated by polystyrene blocks and i s connected 
e l e c t r i c a l l y to earth by a 100 M r e s i s t o r . When the stator i s 
esqposed to the potential gradient (as i t i s four times i n each 
revolution of the rotor) l i n e s of force end on the stator. Hence 
there w i l l be a bo\md charge, q, on the stator where 
q e. -CPA (2.1) 
where A i s the 
exposed area of the stator. This bound charge can be seen to be 
d i r e c t l y proportional to the potential gradient. As the rotor 
covers the stator the l i n e s of force w i l l cease to reach the stator, 
so the bound charge w i l l flow to earth throiigh the high r e s i s t o r . 
As soon as the rotor completely covers the stator i t begins to 
re-expose the stator causing the bound charge to flow back from earth 
through the high r e s i s t o r to the stator. The alternating current 
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through the high r e s i s t o r has a triangular wave form and a frequency 
four times that of the rotation of the rotor. The alternating 
potential difference across the i 00 M r e s i s t o r i s amplified, r e c t i f i e d 
and recoiled as a measure of the potential, gradient. 
Since the output of the M i l l i s alternating i t i s not possible to 
distinguish between positive and negative potential gradients. 
However, i n t h i s work the sign of the potential gradient can be found 
from the c o l l e c t o r current record. The collector current to earth 
has the same sign as the potential gradient. 
El e c t r o n i c s of the p i e l d 
I n order to maintain the high Insulation of the stator a cathode 
follower l a iised as the f i r s t stage of the Mill amplifier (Pig 2.2). 
The cathode ^ ^ l o w e r has a very high Imput Impedance (equal to the 
cathode-grioL leakage resistance) and serves to Isolate the head unit 
described above from the ampll^lng u n i t . The cathode follower also 
provided the energy necessary to convey the signal from the head unit 
along the cables to the recording apparatus. 
Snags and precautions i n construction 
The snags encoxintered i n the construction are 
(1) contact potential on vanes (see Cliapter l ) 
( i l ) pick-up from various sources. This i s serious because the 
output I s AO, any plek'^up I s therefore registered as signal 
( i l l ) non l i n e a r i t y of the amplifier diode. 
pontact potential 
The Vanes are made of s t a i n l e s s ' s t e e l . They are polished so 
that they have as near Id e n t i c a l surfaces as possible, thus minimising 
the e f f e c t s of contact potential. 
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Sources of pick-up 
PlezQ-electric or microphonic pick-up 
Vlbefration of any cable or valve can produce interference due to 
ttie p l e z o * e l e c t r l c e f f e c t . The valve i n the cathode follower i s very 
susceptible because, of i t s having to be i n the head unit witfc the mota 
Valves have been designed especially to minimise microphonic pick-up, 
e,g, EP 37A and EF 86, Such a valve was used with the extra 
precaution of mounting i t on a frame suspended by rubber bands. The 
cooiponents associated with the cathode follower were also mounted on 
t h i s antl*vibratlon mounting. 
After the cathode follower there appeared to be no appreciable 
microphonic pick-up so that i t was not necessary to support the 
si g n a l cable r i g i d l y between the cathode follower, and the amplifier. 
^dlated, p l e c t r i c pick-up 
Any component or wire carrying alternating currents w i l l radiate. 
This radiation w i l l be received by any output wires unless precautions 
are taken. Each section of the head unit i s screened from every 
other by a sheet of earthed aluminium. The outer case of the head 
unit i s also screened against i»adlation from external sources. 
Further precautions are to use screened mains cables throughout and 
to screen the Input (grid) and output (Cathode) leads of the cathode 
follower* The only part of the f i e l d m i l l which cannot b© effectively 
screened I s the stator which, being lax^e, can pick-up a considerable 
spurious s i g n a l . This can be minimised by employing an earthed 
guard ring at the ),evel of the vanes. 
I f the heaters of the cathode follower tube are AO the radiation 
I s e f f e c t i v e l y eliminated by the use of a "humdinger". 
This i s a low value potentiometer (up to 50 ohms) put i n p a r a l l e l with 
the heater windings of the transformer with the centre tap earthed. 
This system a c t s as an L - R f i l t e r , the centre tap i s adjusted until 
the 50 c/a plok'^up as observed on an oscilloscope i s a minimum. The 
humdinger was foiand to be as effective as using DC heaters. 
The motor used was a 2U0 voltt 50 c/s mains synchronous motor. 
The synchronous motor was used after an attempt had been made with a 
commutator motor. The signal from the sparking of the commutator 
could not be reduced to a s u f f i c i e n t l y low l e v e l so as to be 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t I n f i n e weather f i e l d s . (There i s of course no 
oomrautator i n a synchronous motor). 
Magnetic pl<?l^ -up 
The only source i s the transformer; the trouble could be 
removed by enclosing the transformer i n a mu-metal box. However, 
the e a s i e r course of moving the transformer a few feet from the m i l l 
was adopted with complete success. 
Faulty earthing 
Pick-up due to f a u l t y earthing of the rotor w i l l appear on the 
displayed signal as "grass". Some workers have found that i t i s 
necessary to use a mercury cup to earth the rotor (e.g. ECCLES I96l)» 
Trouble was not however encountered with the more convential carbon 
brush earthing.. 
Non-linearity of the amplifier diode 
The AC output of the m i l l has to be r e c t i f i e d before being 
recoa?ded. C r y s t a l diodes of the usual type are not l i n e a r for small 
outputs* I n order that roost f i e l d s would be recorded on the l i n e a r 
part of the c h a r a t e r i s t i c an amplifier was employed. 
y^e amplifier 
The amplifier employed was a hybrid of the design successfully 
used by MILNER (l960) and RAISBEOK (l963) the c i r c u i t diagram l e shown 
i n F i g . 2.2. 
The power for the amplifier was obtained from a conventional 
power pack with HT s t a b l l s e r s . 
The Measurement of wind speed 
Since the s i t e chosen was the Durham University Observatory i t 
was at f i r s t t t i o u ^ t that the Dines Pressure Tube anemometer on the 
top of the building might be used to measure wind speed. There are 
however, several disadvantages to t h i s proposition. The chart speed 
of the Dines i s only one inch per hour. This could not be Interfered 
• as i t would disturb the meteorological recordings of the ^jeography 
3lepartment. The Dines has, f o r the convenience of the Geography 
Department been biased so that the s e n s i t i v i t y below 5 meters per 
second i s greatly supressed. Short-term wind changes occur very 
l o c a l l y so that the wind speed at the Dines position may be (and very 
often i s , as l a t e r comparisons have shown) very different from the 
wind at the position of the c o l l e c t o r . 
Any one of these points i s s u f f i c i e n t j u s t i f i c a t i o n for the 
adopted procedure of using an anemometer at the same height as the 
oolleotor on the pole. The anemometer I s mounted to the side of an 
east-west l i n e drawn through the c o l l e c t o r so that the rotating cups 
do not interfere with any space charge close to the collector when the 
wind i s westerly. 
The tirpe of anemometer employed i s a three cup generator. I t s 
operation depends simply upon the principles of electro-magnetic 
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F Fe-lt oil t r a p 
Oilboth 
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induction. The wind causee the cups to rotate with a permanent 
me^net* The magnet rotates "between the ends of two lOOOohm relay 
c o i l s (Plgo 2,3) • The size of the alternating emf. induced i n the 
c o l l s i s d i r e c t l y proportional to the angular velocity of the magnet. 
ho 
The output i s r e c t i f i e d and recorded with a moving c o i l g a l v ^ e t e r . 
The long period of the galvc^eter ( 3 0 sec.) causes the peaks of the 
f u l l wave r e c t i f i c a t i o n to "be smoothed and also causes the record to 
give the average value of the wind of the past h a l f minute. (This i s 
also the case with the other two records). 
The detection of wind d i r e c t i o n 
I n order that no records would have been taken when the wind was 
not from the west a wind vane was constructed. Instead of recording 
the d i r e c t i o n from which the wind was blowing the vane was arranged to 
actuate a switch which passed current only when the wind was "between 
m and 8W» This switch closed a c i r c u i t allowing l i g h t s to shine, 
one at the monitoring pannel and the other onto the photographic 
recording paper, whenever the wind was i n the quarter suitaljle f o r 
recording. 
The moving vane carried a oarhon hrush on an arm which made 
contact i n the 90° arc when the vane pointed "between NW and SW. 
The vane was mounted on a post close to the telegraph pole. I t 
was not mounted on the telegraph pole i n case i t s swinging distxirhed 
any space charge present. 
The recording apparatus 
The three variables were photographically recorded "by d i r e c t i n g 
• the re f l e c t e d "beam from the mirror galvanometers onto a r o t a t i n g 
drum camera. The galvanometers were used at c r i t i c a l damping, th i s 
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condition being maintained throughout range changes by the use of 
Ayrton Shunts. 
The monitoring apparatus 
L i t t l e monitoring was found to be neceseaiy i n t h i s work. The 
wind speed was recorded on only two ranges, either one of which was 
usually suitable f o r long periods. The potential gradient record 
was monitored with a moving c o i l mlox>oammetert The collector current 
was foiand to follow the f i e l d s f o r monitoring purposes, quite closely< 
I f i t had been necessary to monitor the collector current 
independently a high gain D.O* amplifier would have been needed. 
The wave trace from the m i l l was monitored on an oscilloscope so 
that any piok-up could be detected when i t arose. (None was i n f a c t 
detected). Such monitoring by oscilloscope, althoiagh h e l p f u l , i s 
not r e a l l y necessary but since an oscilloscope was available i t was 
put to t h i s use. 
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THE CALIBRATION AND OPERATION OF APPARATUS 
PQl3,ep^9y 
Cal i b r a t i o n 
I t was necessary to measure the current flowing to earth from the 
collectoro This, as has been said^ was done with a sensitive 
galvcttiometer. The galvanometer had a s e n s i t i v i t y f o r 1 metre 
separation of scale and galvonometer of 0.91 x 10"9 amp/om. Pig. 
( 3 . 1 ) shows the c a l i b r a t i o n curves f o r the c o l l e c t o r current against 
d e f l e c t i o n on the photographic paper f o r the ranges used. 
The ranges were chosen so that a f a i r l y high resolution could be 
made i n a l l conditions of f i e l d of int e r e s t . Table 3*1 shows the 
factors of in t e r e s t regarding the col l e c t o r ranges. 
I t can be seen from the table that the ranges w i l l not allow 
study of currents much greater than.l mlcroamp. This i s not however, 
of any consequence because t h i s i s i n the region of point discharge 
and i s above the region of the collectors saturation^ 
Operation 
On closing the c o l l e c t o r c i r c u i t there i s a very large surge 
current three or four times the value i t f a l l s to a f t e r the surge. 
When the c o l l e c t o r c i r c u i t i s not closed the col l e c t o r i s not earthed. 
I t i s therefore acting as an equaliser so w i l l be at the potential of 
i t s surroundings; on being earthed the c o l l e c t o r w i l l discharge an 
amount of charge depending upon the potential of i t s surroundings and 
i t s capacitance. This surge cxirrent may lead to confusion when the 
c o l l e c t o r i s switched on because the long period of the galvanometer 
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causes i t to be i n evidence f o r h a l f a minute a f t e r switching on 
(The time when the ranges are selected). 
The prohlem was very easily overcome hy simply not opening the 
co l l e c t o r c i r c u i t but merely shorting the galvanometer to get a zero 
trace on the record. This of course keeps the collector permanently 
earthed. 
I t was noticed very darly i n the investigation that the collector 
gave spurious results during and immediately following p r e c i p i t a t i o n . 
During these conditions the col l e c t o r current was wel l o f f scale on 
the least sensitive range i . e . the current was much greater than a 
microamp, always positive and independent of the potential gradient. 
I t had Taeen expected that strange results may be encountered 
during r a i n due to there "being perhaps a f i l m of moisture over the 
laminae reducing the emitted lonisation. This w u l d clearly reduce 
the current not increase i t . 
I t was thought possible that I n r a i n the co l l e c t o r may act i n 
some way as a water droppersthe drops carry away negative charge i n 
pos i t i v e p o t e n t i a l gradient. I f the dropper was earthed, as i t i s i n 
t h i s case, a negative current would flow up from earth, to replace 
t h i s charge i . e . a posit i v e current would flow to earth through the 
.galvonomieter from the c o l l e c t o r . I n a negative po t e n t i a l gradient 
the galvonometer would register a negative current from the collector 
to earth due to the dropper e f f e c t . 
The current observed was always p o s i t i v e , even i n negative 
p o t e n t i a l gradients, so could not therefore "be accounted f o r "by the 
dropper e f f e c t * I n addition the dropper e f f e c t would produce a 
current dependent upon the magnitude of the potential gradient. 
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The current due to the ohiarge on r a i ^ drops would be f a r too small 
to have any appreciable, or even detectable e f f e c t on th« collector 
current* 
The most probable cause of the e f f e c t i s water bridging the 
rubber i n s u l a t i o n which holds the colle c t o r to the pole. On either 
side of the 0.1 inch of rubber there i s a metal f i t t i n g . A 
laboratory experiment showed that the voltage between the pieces of 
an exactly s i m i l a r arrangement soaked i n water was 20 mV. 
I^ere i s then during r a i n a closed c i r c u i t to earth throxigh the 
galvonometer and from earth up the pole the emf. being a vo l t a i c c e l l 
of the metal pieces bounding the insulation. Aasuming the pole to 
have a resistance during r a i n less thatt i t s dry value of 75kJX 
the t o t a l resistance of the loop i s the same order as that of the 
galvonometer^ 3kj:L. the current flowing i n the loop w i l l be of the 
order of 1 Champs. 
This would iaccount f o r the value observed. 
Evidence i n support of t h i s theory i s that during the winter of 
1 962->63 the c o l l e c t o r showed t h i s current f o r many days on end while 
there was no p r e c i p i t a t i o n but a thick layer of snow bounding the 
co l l e c t o r i n s u l a t i o n . 
The c o l l e c t o r could only be used w i t h i t s insulation as i t i s 
when dry conditions were present. This was not regarded as too 
serious a drawback as i f the insixiation had been made 'safe* the other 
effects described would have come into play. So that i n any event 
the dry and wet behaviour of the c o l l e c t o r would be so d i f f e r e n t as to 
be incompatible. 
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The F i e l d M i l l 
C a l ibration 
The f i e l d m i l l i s calibrated very simply by putting i t into an 
a r t i f I c f e l f i e l d between two plates and applying a potential difference 
to the plates. Care had to be taken to keep separate c a l i b r a t i o n 
curves f o r positive and negative potential gradients on the lowest 
range because of the systematic error due to contact p o t e n t i a l . The 
c a l i b r a t i o n curves are shown i n Pig. 3»2. 
Exposure f a c t o r 
Since the m i l l was not operated upright with the vanes at ground 
l e v e l the p o t e n t i a l gradient measured would not be that at ground 
l e v e l . Two attempts to determine the exposure factor were made. 
The exposure © i s given by 
P rr e P* ........^ (3,1) 
where P i s the p o t e n t i a l gradient at the ground and P* i s the potential 
gradient measured by the f i e l d m i l l . P* i s a measure of the number 
of l i n e s of force ending on the. stator of the m i l l . 
The exposure fac t o r has been defined to be the fa c t o r by w h i ^ 
the f i e l d has been concentrated. This d e f i n i t i o n gives the reciproceQ 
of that i n equation 1*1 . The attempts to determine e were made by 
running two m i l l s simultaneously. One i n i t s p o s i t i o n on the post 
and the other i n the observatory oialibratlon p i t with i t s vanes at 
ground l e t e l . The m i l l i n the c a l i b r a t i o n p i t was constructed f o r 
work on p r e c i p i t a t i o n e l e c t r i c i t y reported elsewhere by C o l l i n , 
Eaisbeck and Chalmers (1963) by Mr^ H.t. C o l l i n to whom the author i s 
indebted. I t was calibrated by the autiior i n the manner described 
above. Prom a comparlsion of the records of the two m i l l s the 
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exposure f a c t o r can be easily fbund. 
For the two attempts^ two f i n e s t i l l days with clear sky were 
chosen as being the most suitable f o r the non-existence of space 
charge i n the layer between the levels of the m i l l s . Space charge 
would cause the p o t e n t i a l gradient to be d i f f e r e n t at the two heigjhts 
8 0 the value of e foimd would be fa l s e . 
The f i r s t attempt produced a record f o r 7 5 minutes and gave, . 
taking readings a t ^  minute intervals^a mean f o r e of 0 * 2 6 3 with a 
variance of O.03I1. The second detexroination about a f o r t n l ^ t l a t e r 
giave f o r a 66 minute record a mean value f o r e of 0.319 with a 
variance of 0 . 0 5 8 . 
S t a t i s t i c a l tests show that the apparent differences are i n f a c t 
s i g n i f i c a n t differences. There i s a variance r a t i o of 
l49,/32 V<tn^2 l ^ i C h i s 
s i g n i f i c a n t at 0.595. Here the convention^ s t a t i s t i c a l notation i s 
being used i . e . The piK>bability of getting a value of P with degrees 
of freedom 1 4 9 and 132 as large as 1 o7l3 by chance from samples having 
the same variance i s less than 1 i n 200. 
A 'student's t ' te s t on the difference of the means shows the 
difference to be overwhelmingly s i g n i f i c a n t . The value of t i s 
9 . 6 0 7 « Since t i s a normalised function the p r o b a b i l i t y of t h i s 
value of t by change from populations of the same mean i s equal to 
that of ge t t i n g a value of 9»687 standard deviation* from the mean of a 
normal population a p r o b a b i l i t y * f very much less than 1 i n 10I0 
These figu r e s show that there can be no doubt that the 
determination of exposure fac t o r was erroneous on at least one of the 
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A s i m i l a r account t o the following has been given by C o l l i n (1963) 
but i s worth repeating here with emphasis on error i n e^osure factor 
rather than p o t e n t i a l gradient. 
The notation used i s as f o l l o w s j -
Potential gradient at ground > f v/m 
Potential gradient at height h o p v/m 
Potential gradient component at ground due to the space charge 
between the ground and the height h » s v/m 
So P a f • 8 
Potential gradient as measured by the f i e l d m i l l at height 
h m H v/m 
The true exposure fac t o r e 
The measured eacposure f a c t o r e* 
from the experiment the e^^osure f a c t o r w i l l be given as;-
e t f/M .;. <3o2) 
This assumes thiat there i s no space charge. 
Now M « B/e ........ (3»3) 
iSo e* a £ e ; (3.U) 
therefore e* a £ « f « i , ^ 
e F f - 8 1 - e/f ( 3 # 5 ) 
The error i n the determination mad© i s about 20^5 
i , e , e* =» 1 « 1.2 
e 1 -
hence s «= 1.2 - 1 f 
1.2 
• •• - : 2 9 - . 
On days suitable f o r exposure f a c t o r determination f i s of the 
order of lOO v/m. So to give 20% error 
B e 20/1 . 2 a 1606 v/m 
Now f o r uniformly d i s t r i b u t e d space charge density,/^, B « ^ 
7 ? ' ^ (3-6) 
Thus the space charge density necessary to give an error of 2 0 ^ i n 
exposure f a c t o r i s 
* 16.6 3t 8.85 X 10*^^ couloumbs / 
ss 36.9 f 0/m3 
So i f there exists about 35 fO/ia? one can expect a very large 
er r o r i n e. Since t h i s i s of the same order of magnitude as the 
t y p i c a l average values Tudiich have been found (although higher) i t 
would seem to be s u f f i c i e n t reason f o r disregarding any experimental 
determination of exposure fac t o r using the method described. 
An al t e r n a t i v e determination could be made f o r simple cases by 
geometry but i n t h i s investigation the proximity of large bushes 
renders t h i s approach impracticable. 
The p o t e n t i a l gradients referred to throughout, except where 
otherwise stated, refer to the potential gradient at the vanes of 
the m i l l . I t should be noted that t h i s potential gradient i s 
relaised by a constant of the order of 0.3 to the normally quoted 
p o t e n t i a l gradient at the earth's surface. This constant, 
however^ cannot be r e l i a b l y determined. 
Operation 
I t was mentioned i n the introduction that with f i e l d m i l l s 
there i s a danger of a d r i f t i n c a l i b r a t i o n due to changing contact 
p o t e n t i a l s between the vanes. I n view of t h i s c a l i b r a t i o n was 
repeatisd at the end of the investigation. On the higher ranges, *\ 
B and C, there was no difference toat could matter. On the 
lowest range A there was a difference, the zero output had changed 
s l i g h t l y and the c a l i b ^ t i o n had a systematic difference from the 
i n i t i a l c a l i b r a t i o n . However a closer examination of the 
c a l i b r a t i o n data showed that the second c a l i b r a t i o n lay within the 
errors o f the f i r s t (and vice-versa). I n view of t h i s , the f i r s t 
c a l i b r a t i o n was used through<nit. 
Except f o r the t r i v i a l maintenance of replacing the rubber 
bands which perished while supporting the cathode follower u n i t 
the m i l l worked p e r f e c t l y throughout the investigation. 
There was also no troublei with the amplifier and i t s power-pacl^ 
yfte Anemometer 
Calibration and operation 
The anemometer was'calibrated i n the wind tunnel at the 
National Coal Board, S c i e n t i f i c Division, Benton, Newcastle upon lyn 
The emf. generated by the anemometer was recorded on a portable 
'SoalanQp* galvonqmeter. To obtain the c a l i b r a t i o n curves shown 
I n Pig 3 . 4 the recording galvonometer was calibrated against the 
Scalamp f o r the two ranges used. 
The upper curfe was extrapolated when the wind was very high in 
order that winds i n the higher levels did not have to be rejected. 
At a f i r s t c a l i b r a t i o n i t was noticed that there was a 
systematic error involved. The anemometer was more sensitive 
when wiiid speeds were reached by decreasing the wind from a higher 
16 
14 
A N E M O M E T E R C A L I B R A T I O N 
12 
lO 
range B 
range A 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
dcf in . cm. 
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value that S T i t was f o r the same wind speed having been reached 
from a lower value. This was subsequently found to be a 
l u b r i c a t i o n f a u l t . I t was found that the error could be 
eliminated i f the bearings were kept i n a bath of l i g h t o i l or a 
f e l t o i l trap Pig. 2.3. 
The Benton c a l i b r a t i o n showed that the anemometer had an onset 
value of wind speed f o r r o t a t i o n of ;just below one metre per 
second thusf values of wind speed below t h i s value (1 s/seo), which 
were i n f a c t recorded, were subject to large errors. 
The only maintenance which was found to be necessary was 
occasional o i l i n g of the bearings. 
A r e p e t i t i o n of the c a l i b r a t i o n at the end of the investigatlor 
showed that the anemometer was s t i l l functioning s a t i s f a c t o r i l y . 
Wind Vane 
No c a l i b r a t i o n of t h i s instrument was necessary - i t only had 
to be set up such that the switch closed between NW and SW. 
Soon a f t e r the investigation was begun the vanes developed an 
e l e c t r i c a l f a u l t . Since i t could easily be seeu from the 
laboratory i t was not repaired but used simply a . a visual 
indicator. 
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CHAPTER h 
RESULTS 
Records were taken from, the beginning of January 1963 u n t i l 
the end of May 1963» At the beginning of March the camera was 
changed as mentioned i n Chapter 2* Before this time records were 
each of 30 minutes duration. None of these short records were 
analysed i n d e t a i l . Some however, were analysed graphically (see 
Fig* 5*8 example) to help decide on the method of analysis f i n a l l y 
adopted. 
During this period of two months when the half hour records 
were talc©n» a l l ^ weather conditions and wind directions investigated, 
A brief glance at records taken i n rain or when snow was on the 
ground showed the anomalous behaviour described i n Chapter 3 . 
. After the hew camera was installed longer records could be 
taken. These were taken almost entirely i n fine or at least dry 
weather. Only occasionally were records taken i n the wind blowing 
from direction other than SffiST-. 
Of the ten records f i n a l l y analysed eight were with Westerly 
winds .comprieirig a to t a l observation time of 1 2 hrs. i+O rains, one 
of itm 70 mins. was with a Southerly wind and one of 105 mine, was 
with a Northerly wind. The object of taking the records with wind 
direction other than West was to see i f there was in fact any 
difference as suspected. (Chapter 2) 
A typical record i s shown i n Pig. I f . l • This shows an 
obvious correlation between the collector current, the upper trace, 
and the potential gradient, and the middle trace. Another record 
I 0 0 0 ^< 1^ <^ - 0 
C I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H V J I I I I I I I I I I M I I l i p 
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f i g . ko2 shows a good correlation t)etween the collector current and 
the potential gradient. Superimposed on the collector current 
z*ecord are peaks corresponding to the peaks in the wind speed i.e. 
gusts* This shows how the current increases when the wind hlows 
away the space charge sheath. 
The t h i r d record shown Pig. 1+.3 shows an effect of interest. 
. There is a very large gust of wind which does not cause an increase 
i n the collector current* This is "because here the potential 
gradient i s so low that the current is only 1 n.amp hence the 
negative sheath l e f t screening the collector is v i r t u a l l y non-
existent, so that i t s heing "blown away i s of no consequence. 
TIE TAKING OP RESULTS PROH THE RECORDS 
I t can he seen from the records shown that there are vertical 
lines drawn at regular spacing due to the switching off of a 
fogging lamp. These lines are drawn each half minute. Now at 
each of these half minute lines, measurements were made with scales 
constructed with reference to the calibration curves and entered 
on data sheets. The information from the data sheets was punched 
into f i v e hole paper tape suitable for entry into the University 
"Pegasus" Computer at Newcastle. • [ 
Having got the data i n a form that could "be handled "by the 
computer empirical lines of "best f i t could very quickly he obtained, 
THE ANALYSIS OP DATA 
Graphical analysis had shown that there seemed to "be 
differences i n "behaviour of the collector from day to day. In 
view of this the data we3?e kept separate and not mixed so that the 
day-to-day differences could be observed i n detail and i f possible 

in 
•0 
< 0 
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explained. 
The computer performs the operation of multiple regression i n 
the conventional s t a t i s t i c a l manner of minimising the squares of 
the deviations of points from the regression ecj.uation. I f desired 
the significance of the regression equation can be tested up to the 
0.1 level i.e. any coefficient which i s not significantly differenl 
from zero w i l l be set equal to zero and a corrected equation for 
the remaining variables calculated. The st a t i s t i c a l principles 
employed can be found i n any f a i r l y advanced s t a t i s t i c a l text book. 
Two regression equations were found for the ten records 
selected f o r analysis and these v/erex-
i m a • bp + oW * dWP . . . . . . . ( i ) 
and i • k P5 KiTl . v , . . . * . . . . . . . ( i i ) 
The radio*active collector i n some ways resembles the 
discharging point collector. Tl^ere has been a good deal of work 
done on the mechanism of point discharge e.g. CHALMERS (1952, 1952a 
1957a, 1962), 
Prom theoretical cdnsideratl ons CHALMERS (1 962) has derived an 
approximate expression f o r point discharge cvirrent:* 
i s kW (P - Fo) 
I t was suspected that an equation of this form may f i t the results 
obtained with the radio-active collector. With a radio-active 
collector the onset f i e l d should be zero so that we shotald have:-
i » kWP 
To test this equation ( i i ) was f i t t e d with the expectation that 
both p and q would be unity. 
Equation ( i ) was f i t t e d to see whether there were any onset 
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values. I f a l l the coefflcientB in equation ( i ) were non zero the 
equation could be rearranged into a form such asj-
i a k(W - mWo) (P - nPo)o 
Equation (1) cannot be f i t t e d by straightforward multiple 
regression Unless W la treated as a third Independent variable. 
This can be done without any loss of generality, by expanding the 
data to produce the product WP. 
Equation ( i i ) c»nnot be f i t t e d by multiple regression of I 
against any Variables, however, a straightforward multiple 
regression can be performed to f i t the equationj-
log I a k p log F -f q log W ( i l a ) 
from which a simple transformation to equation ( i i ) can be made. 
To save laborious calculations the computer was used to expand the 
data to give WP and the natural logarithms. 
A further two equations were f i t t e d to the six longer records:-
P> a + b l + cW\.,..o..*.......o, (111) 
P ffl a' • b' I , (Iv) 
N.B. a,b,Of are not the same as those in equation ( i ) 
I n f i t t i n g planar and linear equations one must escpeot to run 
Into trouble when the collector saturates. To avoid this trouble 
only those values of the collector current on the linear current -
f i e l d curve shoidd be used. Erroneous values for the coefficients 
would be got from readings on the cttttved portion of same. Clearly 
i t i s not possible to determine where the l i n e a r i t y ends u n t i l the 
curve has been drawn. The cxirve is a s t a t i s t i c a l f i t so there wlUl 
be d i f f i c u l t y i n finding a crit e r i o n for rejection on the grounds 
- 36 - . .. 
of non-linearity. 
A cr i t e r i o n can, however, be found from the data of CHAPMAN 
( l 9 5 5 ) . The characteristics he draws are linear u n t i l the 
collector current reaches 0.56 of the saturation current. In this 
case the saturation current i s kBO n.amps, so that the only useable 
data f o r planar and linear equations must have collector current 
0.56 X 480 ts 270 n.ampSp 
Table 1 shows that i n no case did the collector current exceed 
this-value thus making ho rejection necessary. The reason that no 
values of collector current near saturation were observed i s 
because i t was not possible to take recordis in wet conditions when 
most high fi e l d s occur. The author was not fortunate enough to 
observe any occasions when a Btorm eloud was approaching yielding 
hifi^i f i e l d s before the onset of precipitation. Nor was any other 
"dry" high f i e l d observed* 
The/results are summarised i n Tables 1, 2, 3$ k» 
Table 1 gives a summary of the data and the recording 
conditions* 
Table 2 gives the coefficients in equation ( i ) 
Where the coefficient i s zero i t has made no significant 
improvement to the. f i t at the 0*1^ level of significance. 
Table 3 gives the coefficient and indices i n equation ( i i ) 
the value of k has been taken from equation ( i i a ) as exp(k*)o 
Table I4. gives the coefficients of equations ( i i i ) and ( i v ) . 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sta t i s t i c a l Method employed 
The results have been treated s t a t i s t i c a l l y . The analysis 
shows that none of the equations give coefficients which agree for 
a l l the records. To avoid the mass of figures necessary to show 
the inconsistency from a rigorous s t a t i s t i c a l view point a 
simplified demonstration of the lack of agreement is given here. 
Confidence Intervals 
When any experimental .observation is made i t has a certain 
Inherent error depending upon the precision of the apparatus and 
care taken i n making the reading. Similarly when a figure, a 
coefficient for example, is derived s t a t i s t i c a l l y from a set of 
readings the figure has an error associated with i t . The exact 
value of this error is d i f f i c u l t to assess. However, i t is a 
simple matter to f i n d the standard deviation of the figure, this 
depends upon the number and spread of the readings. 
Prom the standard deviation a confidence interval can be 
computed. . The confidence interval i s a range about an estimate 
of a parameter within which one can be sure, to a certain 
probability, that the true value of the parameter l i e s . e.g. I f 
an estimate. A* of a parameter. A, has a '95J2 confidence interval* 
extending from A^  to A^p i t can be said with a certainty of 35% that 
A l i e s between A) and A2. 
Applications 
(1 ) I f an estimate has a confidence interval not including a 
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number, N, i t can be said that the estimate i s not an estimate of N 
with certainty or confidence to the appropriate probability. I f this 
i s the case the estimate i s laaid to be significantly different from H,. 
(2) I f two estimates have confidences intervals not including 
each other they are daid to be significantly different© 
Computation of Confidence Intervals 
The width of a confidence interval depends upon the level of 
significance required. The greater the precision desired the wider 
the confidence interval must be. 
For normally distributed data the confidence intervals for 
different probabilities are given below. 
Confidence Interval Probability % 
Estimate - 1 standard deviation 68.3 
" '2 " " 95.5 
It 
t 3 » " 99.73 
t 14. " ; « 99.99 
Discussion of Results 
The summary of the data given in Table 1 i s self explanatory. 
The correlation coefficients are those given by the computer. I t 
was expected from graphical analyses and study of records that there 
woiild be a high correlation between the potential gradient, P, and 
the oollleotor current, I , and also between the wind speed, W, and I . 
Table 1 shows this generally to be the case except for W - I i n recor^ 
Record k iB that of least range in wind speed, only 2.1 n/sec 
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between minimum and maximum. With such a small range wind effects 
cannot be expected to,\very apparent, except with very many observatScmi 
Unfortunately record k was too short for wind effects to be detectedo 
The flew significant correlations between P and W were entirely 
unexpected. I t i s just possible that this effect could be due to 
space charge blowing along the valley from the Coneett Iron Works. 
The town of Consett li»es lOT of Durham and the two are linked by a 
v a l l ^ . The Valley may be narrow enough to have held the space 
charge cloud together while i t d r i f ted with the West wind towards 
Durham. There would be correlation between W and F i f the process 
was similar to that observed on the North German coast during off sea 
winds. This effect i n Germany was described by MUHLIISEN (1 963) 
at the Montreux Conference. A very strong correlation between wind 
speed and potential gradient was observed due to space charge being 
blown off the sea. I t must be stated that the conditions in Durham 
fo r this effect are very poor compared with the coastal observations. 
In the author's opinion this explanation is impSSfeble but the only 
one of which he is aware. 
The coefficients of equation ( l ) 
I 0 a + *P + cW • dWF 
are given in Table 2. I f an equation of 
this form i s to give a useful representation of the results then the 
estimates of the coefficients must be the same, subject to e:q?eriment6ifl 
error. Even a b r i e f glance at Table 2 Is sufficient to show that a 
number of the coefficients are zero. This signifies that the 
variable i n 
data at the 
question medces no significant contribution to f i t t i n g the 
0,1 level* I t Is clear then that there are great 
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differences among the ten equations represented in Table 2. These 
great differences make i t evident that an equation of the form of 
equation ( i ) w i l l not represent the data. 
Table 3 gives th^ e constants in the equation :-
i c J#Pwa . ( i i ) 
Examination of the table shows that p is about unity and q i s about 
a half. 13iis would give a nice lilmple equation. To test itoether 
ox* not the values of p are estimates of unity we assume that p lias a 
normal, distribution with mean unity and standard deviation as given 
by the computer* (The eomputer gives the standard deviation of each 
estimate i t calculates)* Por a normal population the probability 
that a value w i l l deviate from the mean by 3 standard deviations by 
chance alone i s 0.3?So 
Pig (5*1) shows the values of p with their deviations* I f they 
were estimates of unity then each spread would include unity. Such 
a spread i s called a confidence interval and has a probability 
assigned to it« e.g. given the 99.7S^ confidence interval one can be 
sure that on average an estimate of a quantity w i l l l i i e i n the 
interval of 99*7?S of t r i a l s * The 99^7^ confidence intervals are 
shown i n Pig. (5*1 )o 
I t can be seen that only five ou^ of the ten estimates include 
unity i n their confidence interval. Thus showing tJiat the apparent 
simil a r i t y is not real. 
I t can also be seen that the confidence intervals are not 
consistent. They do not a l l include each other, therefore i t can be 
concluded that a l l the data cannot be accurately representedj^any 
one of equations of type ( i i ) . 
l O 
0-8 — 
0-6 U-
99-7% Corv/wUtwcA «v^ rv<ul pow»r 
Fy 51 
Fig. (5f2) Bhowlng the confidence Intervals f o r the power of W 
shows a very similar p i c t u r e . The tendency to assume that the values 
obtained are estimates of 0»9 I s not v a l i d . The only estimate which 
Is consistent w i t h a l l others I s that of No,4 vHiOBe confidence Interva! 
includes a l l the others. 
The great width of the confidence Interval of No.U shows that the 
i' 
estimate, i s ! subject to great inaccuracy. (Kie contribution of wind 
record 4 has been discussed previously i n r e l a t i o n to the non s i g n i f i * 
cant c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t ) 
The same considerations apply here. 
Inspection of Table 3 shows that the estimates of k range over a 
whole order of magnitude. This range i s not as bad as I t appears I f 
one examines the o r i g i n a l regression c o e f f l o l e n t i k*, i n equation ( l i e d 
before the transformation to equation (11) was made. Although even 
here the ml|ilraum and maximum d i f f e r by a f a c t o r of nearly f o u r . 
Prom Table 3 i t w i l l be noticed that records 2 and 9 are very 
much d i f f e r e n t from a l l the others. However, even i f they are 
omitted the differences mentioned above ar© s t i l l highly s i g n i f i c a n t 
ialthovigh not so s t r i d i n g * The differences between records 2 and 9 
and a l l the others I s apparent i n every representation of the data. 
Examination of metwrologlcal elements shows no difference i n 
conditions which would render records 2 and 9 to be exceptional. 
Both records are s u f f i c i e n t l y long to smooth any freak effects which 
may have occurred f o r a short time. The author i s unable to o f f e r 
any plausible explanation f o r the discrepancy. 
I t has been mentioned that equation (1) and (11) were f i t t e d w l t l i | 
physical considerations i n mlndi Equations ( i l l ) and (v) represent 
09 
0-7 
10 
0-5 
0-5 
0-1 
the simple approach of f i t t i n g straightgorward regression equations. 
Fig. (5«3)» (5.5) show the constants a^bjC, of equation ( i l l ) 
w i t h t h e i r $9»7% confidence i n t e r v a l . 
Reference to Pigs. (5.3)» (5.U)» and (5»5) shows that the values 
of the c o e f f i c i e n t s are not consistent with each other. The values 
and confidence intervale f o r the coefficients of equation ( i v ) are 
shown i n Pigs. (5.6) and (5»7). 
Pig. (5a6) shows that the estimates of the constant a* I n 
equation ( i v ) are nearly consistent ( i . e . even though the chance of 
them a l l helng estimates of the same value i s less than 0#39S, they 
are at 3,east the most consistent yet considered),* I t i s to he 
expected that equation ( i v ) should appear to he consistent. Since 
i t f i t s only one variable the deviations from the hest straight l i n e 
w i l l he large, y i e l d i n g a large standard deviation and BO a wide 
confidence I n t e r v a l . 
Pig* (5*21) shows that the estimates of h* are not consistent 
with the hypothesis that they are estimates of a single value of h*. 
PoS|3lhl.e value of, f i t , t l n g ^ other equfttions 
Pour equations have "been f i t t e d to the data and none of these 
are consistent between records, i . e . The equation of a p a r t i c u l a r 
type which gives best f i t to the data of one record does not give a 
f i t to the data of another. Therefore i t can be said that the 
investigation has f a i l e d to f i n d a way of r e l a t i n g the radio-^active 
c o l l e c t o r current to the f j o t e n t i a l gradient and wind speed i n such 
a way that an accurate estimate of potential gradient can be found 
from the other two* 
I t may be said that only four equations have been t r l d d and 
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there may we l l be an equation which, although not >rled, would f i t 
the data of a l l records without having to chajige the c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
F ig. (5»5) shows very c l e a r l y that t h i s i s not the case. The crosses 
ami dots represent data taken from two d i f f e r e n t records with the sam© 
wind d i r e c t i o n . Both sets show cle a r l y that i n d i v i d u a l l y som* curve 
w i l l give a good f i t to the data. Equally clearly they show that 
one equation w i l l not give a good representation of a l l the data 
together. 
Advantage of wind measurement 
BENT (1955) and SCHAEPER (l955)" got an estimate of potential 
gradient from only the c o l l e c t o r current. The high posi t i v e 
correlations obtained i n t h i s investigation confixro t h i s . The 
correlations between wind and col l e c t o r current generally obtained 
show that wind has an influence. Since none of the equations found 
gives a useable r e l a t i o n f o r accurate determination of potential 
gradient i t must be asked '"How good tli® equations are as eatiraators?".! 
I n order to get an estimate of the accuracy of the predictions of| 
p o t e n t i a l gradient f o r each equation the following procedure was 
adopted. A number of sets of values of P, I and W were taken from 
the reoordf The estimate of P was calculated f o r each equation from 
the values of I and W. The root mean square of the values of 
(P » estimated P) was taken as an estimate of the error. I t was 
found t h a t ten randomly selected sets of data would give an estimate 
of the e r r o r r e l i a b l e to about one or two parts i n ten. This was 
regarded as being s x i f f i c l e n t l y accurate f o r an estimate of an estlmatel 
. Since equation ( i ) was not even consistant I n I t s form, there 
being d i f f e r e n t terms omafltted on d i f f e r e n t occasions, i t was not 
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considered i n t h i s analysis. 
Equation ( i i a ) was re-arranged'tc give P i n terms of I and W :-
U j l c k ^ f^^f*\ »^  W (ilj^) 
0< ^ ^ / Vi/^ ( l i b ) 
The values of tJiese estimates of error i n percentages are shown 
i n Table 5« 
The table shows that there i s no appreciable difference i n 
accuracy between the estimates from d i f f e r e n t equation© except f o r 
record 10. Hence i n a l l but record iO nothing has r e a l l y been gained] 
by the measurement of wiiwi speed. 
I n the cases where the less general equation ( i l l ) excluding 
wind gives a moi'e accurate r e s u l t than equation ( l i ) including wind, 
the danger of the use of small samples i s i n evidence. I f the error 
of these f lg\ires,Mj.to 20^, i s recalled i t can be seen that there l a no 
rea l paradox• 
The difference i n accuracy between equations ( i v ) and the others 
i n record 10 l a due^a phenomena observed by CHAPMAN (1956). I n 
conditions of low f i e l d and high winds Chapman observed very great 
f l u c t u a t i o n s over short periods. Because of the great e f f e c t of 
wind i n these conditions, those of record 10, a large gain i n 
accuracy i s made i f wind i s taken into account* The mention of 
^ low. f i e l d " by Chapman i s to ensure that there i s not saturation wher«| 
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wind changes have l i t t l e or no e f f e c t . 
Statement of Conclusions 
As f a r as t h i s investigation can show i t i s not possible to get 
an a c c u r a l measure of p o t e n t i a l gradient from the records of radio-
active c o l l e c t o r current and winS speed. 
An equation derived from simultaneous reading of I , P 
and W gives an error of about 3% on average f o r an estimate of P from 
I and W taken during the record. I f such an equation were used to 
estimate P beyond the period of the record an accura*cy of Q% would be 
the best one could hope f o r * 
However, en the occasions where recopde were taken soon a f t e r one 
another (e.g. records 5 and 6,and 7 and 8), there i s s i g n i f i c a n t 
differences i n the co e f f i c i e n t s of the equations. Thus i t can be 
seen t h a t although an equation may give estimates to an accuracy of 
6% I n i t i a l l y the error rises very quickly due, possibly, to fluctuaticnsj 
i n meteoro^Leglcal parameters not measured. Tables 2,3 and k show 
without doilbt that no one equation i s suitable f o r any length of time. 
The only use of the earthed radio-active c o l l e c t o r i s to give an 
idea of the pot e n t i a l gradient as used by BEM* (1955) and SCHAEPER 
( l 955) • The accxiracy gained by measurement of wind i s on average 
3m7%f This, however, leaves the residual error of 8j5. Thus i t 
Can be seen that the trouble of measuring wind speed does not y i e l d 
a worthwhile dividend i n accuracy of estimation. An accfuracy of 
I I .7^ being not a great deal be**©*' than one of Q% i f only an 
eetljnate i s required. 
The e r r o r of &% ishould not be taken as an indication of the 
accuracy of p o t e n t i a l gradient. This error i s that taken over a 
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short period when the best f i t to conditions prevailing at that time 
only was made. 
The constants i n the equations were a l l found to be inconsistant 
w i t h each other. I n view of t h i s i t i s not possible to make any 
conclusions as to the e f f e c t of d i f f e r e n t wind directions. Although 
the tables and figures show differences between the West and non West 
(Records 1 and 10) r e s u l t s , these differences are no greater than 
those w i t h i n the West results alone. 
Posalfale reasons f o r Inconsistency 
I n view of the simple way that i t i s possible, q u a l i t a t i v e l y a t 
l e a s t j to describe the action of the earthed radio-active collector 
i t i s strange that the resul t s should be so e r r a t i c . 
Short-term fluctuations 
The cause of rapid fluctuations i n col l e c t o r current i s rapid 
changes i n p o t e n t i a l gradient or wind speed. The rapid changes i n 
wind 8pe6d are most l i k e l y i n f i n e weather to be predominant. I t i s 
a common experience that wind speed quite close to the ground i s 
extremely variable. The gusts and eddies i n the a i r moving past the 
c o l l e c t o r w i l l I n t e r f e r e with the space charge there a l l the time. 
These changes i n space charge a f f e c t the current* The duration of 
the changes i s very small. This i s the crux of the matter. Por the 
reasons described the wind speed galvonometer had a long (20 sec) 
period* Hence as w e l l as smoothing the peaks of the generated AC I t 
w i l l have smoothed the small period gusts and eddies. The wind speed 
measured was an average as were the others. I t may be that an average 
i s not good enough while a system with a faster response time may be. 
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To achieve a quicker response time i s not quite as easy as i t 
may appear. I t could not be done with the present system. The wind 
would have, to be measured v l t h a non-mechanical anemometer (e.g. hot 
wire or thermistor). With a l l records now having a period of 1 or 2 
sees, photographic recording becomes d i f f i c u l t f o r the trace w i l l be 
very f a i n t because of i t s rapid movement. The camera would have to be 
speeded up to avoid the rapid deflections producing a wide b l u r on the 
paper. 
The speeding up would f a c i l i t a t e the obtaining of data rapidly 
but would r e s u l t i n e i t h e r using a great deal of photographic paper 
or sampling over shorter times. 
Other ojfources of v a r i a t i o n are hard to f i n d . Temperature and 
pressure can have only a marginal e f f e c t on the range of the radiation 
p a r t i c l e s * No natural atmospheric change i n temperature or pressure 
could have any appreciable e f f e c t on the mobility of the ions. High 
r e l a t i v e humidity would not cause any difference other than marginal 
i n the range of the emitted p a r t i c l e s . 
The range i s of importance because ions form ion pairs formed a 
long way from the c o l l e c t o r w i l l have less chance of resdking i t , and 
contributing to the current, than those formed close to the collector 
which do not have to suffer the ef f e c t of wind f o r so long. 
I f some metarclogleal e f f e c t allowed the range to Increase more 
inn pairs would be blown away before they could separate and migrate 
as part of the cixrrent. 
E f f e c t of surface contamination on day to day variations 
I t i s probable that the surface of the radio-active laminae may 
become covered with foreign matter owin^ to dew and r a i n leaving 
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deposits on t h e i r eventual evaporation. Such deposits would al>Bor1) 
r a d i a t i o n leaving the laminae and so vould reduce the numher of ion-
pairs produised in. the a i r around the c o l l e c t o r . Now since the 
accumulation of deposits v/ould be variable i t i s to he selected that 
the characteristics of the col l e c t o r current w i l l vary from time to 
time according to the amount of deposit present. 
I t i s of int e r e s t ' t o note that ttils v a r i a t i o n i n ef f e c t i v e 
a c t i v i t y would not a f f e c t the operation of an equalising coll e c t o r . 
Provided that some e f f e c t i v e a c t i v i t y remained to perform the 
equalising,accumulation of deposits would he of no consequence. 
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